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Simon & Schuster, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 14.6 x
21.59 cm. "By one of the nation's foremost legal historians, a
groundbreaking history of the pioneering American role in
establishing the modern laws of [Url removed]he fateful closing
days of 1862, just three weeks before Emancipation, Abraham
Lincoln's top military advisors commissioned a code of rules to
govern the armies of the United States in a newly intensified war
effort. The code Lincoln issued the next spring helped shape the
remaining two years of Civil War. Its rules on torture, prisoners
of war, assassination, and more quickly became foundations of
the modern laws of war and today's Geneva Conventions. Yet the
hidden story of Lincoln's code, and of the decades of
controversy that lay behind it, has never been told. In this
masterful and strikingly original history, John Witt charts the
alternately troubled and triumphant course of the laws of war in
America from the Founding Founders to the dawn of the
modern era, revealing the history of a code that reshaped the
laws of war the world over. Ranging from the Revolution to the
War of 1812, from war with Mexico to the Civil War, from Indian
wars to...
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The most e ective pdf i possibly study. It can be rally exciting throgh reading through period of time. Your lifestyle
span is going to be transform when you total reading this book.
-- Chr istop Fer r y-- Chr istop Fer r y

The best publication i actually study. It is probably the most awesome ebook i actually have study. You are going to like
the way the article writer publish this publication.
-- Ms. Ha r m ony Sim onis I--  Ms. Ha r m ony Sim onis I
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